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    COLAB SAN LUIS OBISPO COUNTY 

PRIOR ACTIONS AND COMING ATTRACTIONS REPORT 

WEEK OF JUNE 27- JULY 2, 2011 

 

 

BOARD OF SUPERVISORS 

Board of Supervisors  

 

Board Meeting of Tuesday June 21, 2011 (Completed)  

Fear and Loathing in America's "Happiest Place" II.  During the Public Comment segment 

Andy Caldwell, Charlie Whitney, Mike Brown and other speakers complained to Board 

Chairman Adam Hill and the other County Supervisors about Hill’s e–mail to State Senator 

Sam Blakeslee associating Andy and COLAB with racism, secrecy, and lynching.  By 

implication, the COLAB Boards and members in both Santa Barbara and San Luis Obispo 

Counties were smeared by Hill’s deliberate, false, malicious, and reckless attack.  Senator 

Blakeslee and comedian impersonator Steve Bridges (who has portrayed Presidents Clinton, 

Bush, and Obama.) were also spattered with the political slime by Hill’s published words.   

No speakers defended Hill.  Andy requested that Hill either defend his allegations or 

publicly retract them and apologize.  Andy offered Hill the opportunity to appear on his 

radio show and apologize.  At least one speaker urged him to apologize or resign.  Hill, in a 

shamefully lame response, said that he would have to turn off the spam which he sometimes 

receives on his computer because it contains racist depictions of President Obama as if 

COLAB was somehow associated with such computer trash.  This only deepens and 

amplifies Hill’s false charges.  It is an inane excuse to assert that because there is racist 

material on the web, that comedian Steve Bridges and organizations on whose programs he 

appears (Jay Leno, Huckabee, National Press Club, COLAB, etc.) are racist.  There is no 

logical connection.  

COLAB complained to the Board about Hill’s behavior in this instance and Hill’s and 

Gibson’s behavior in other situations and the chilling effect these attacks have on public 

comment, which is a violation of the California Open Meeting Law.  As we have previously 

detailed in past issues, they have threatened people with exposing their personal or 

corporate financial information and/or revealing their roles on private not for profit 

voluntary citizen boards which receive no government funding.  Are public tax dollars being 

used to pay County staff members to research Federal 990 not for profit tax records or other 

sources?  In an effort to ascertain the breadth of these efforts, COLAB filed a Public 

Records Act request for e-mails, reports, communications, and work products which would 

reveal relevant facts. 
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Proposed Sale of County Owned Land in California Valley.  The Board authorized the staff 

to start the process to offer for sale 415 parcels totaling 1,015 acres.  These are part of 

antiquated subdivisions and were acquired over the years through tax liens.   The County 

staff write-up indicated that the properties cannot be developed.  The land would be sold 

with deed restrictions which would prohibit development but allow use by "alternative" 

energy companies for "mitigation purposes."  The report states that a certified appraiser 

from the State Board of Equalization appraised the land at $1.9 million.  The land can't be 

developed even under the existing zoning but it's worth $1.9 million?  Perhaps an alternative 

"Energy Company" needs more mitigation land to obtain or comply with a County land use 

permit.  

An emerging issue might be: how much private land does the county acquire, keep, or deed 

to not-for-profit conservation organizations.  What is the foregone tax revenue? Tax 

foreclosures, transfers of development credits, zoning exactions, and outright purchases all 

remove land from the tax rolls. 

Las Pilitas Quarry Conditional Use Permit EIR.  The Board authorized the staff to contract 

with URS Corporation Americas (URS) to prepare the environmental impact report.  Several 

months ago staff recommended awarding the contract for the EIR (paid for by the applicant) 

to a firm called Benchmark.  Subsequently, staff withdrew the recommendation because of 

"comments from community members expressing their concerns with the selection of 

Benchmark."  Community members believed that Benchmark was "too close to the mining 

industry" because its web site referenced a presentation entitled "Obtaining Permits and 

Approvals with Entrenched Opposition" which had been given to the California Industrial 

Materials Association. URS indicates that it will deliver the Draft EIR in August 2011.  The 

public and county review process will take until July 19, 2012, a total of 77 weeks.  The 

applicant gets to pay $406,000 for the pleasure. 

URS is a big company with many divisions.  Its web page shows that among these there is a 

Mining Unit.  The page states in part: "URS has over a century of experience in planning, 

building, and operating mines and metal/mineral processing facilities around the world.  Our 

experience covers energy fuels like coal, oil sands, and uranium .” 

The project applicant has been very concerned about the long amount of time it has taken to 

get to this stage into the application process.  The rebid effort took from April 26, 2011, 

until July 21, 2011, and the new contactor is costing the applicant $100,000 more than the 

one which staff had originally chosen. 

Budget Adoption.  The Board formally adopted the 2011-12 Budget on a unanimous vote. 

There were no speakers except for COLAB and an environmental advocate.  

 

Board Meeting of Tuesday June 28, 2011 (No Meeting Scheduled -- Post Budget 

Depression) 

Board Meeting of July 5, 2011 (No Meeting Scheduled -- too close to the 4
th

 of July 

Holiday) 
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OTHER GOVERNMENT ENTITIES  

Planning Commission Meeting of June 23, 2011 (Completed) 

Shandon Community Plan Update continued hearing.  This was the fourth hearing on the 

proposed plan amendment to allow a larger and denser urban village.   It focused on 

infrastructure, water, and the future sewage treatment plant.  The hearing lasted from 9AM 

until 5 PM. Most of the day was consumed with a very detailed discussion of the proposed 

Shandon plan amendment.  The process is interesting because the Commissioners ask 

questions and then propose logic corrections of the staff work where facts are inconsistent 

from one paragraph or section to another.  They also edit individual and phrases words and 

generally seek to make the plan stricter. 

Historically general plans (sometimes called master plans, long range plans, or community 

plans) were supposed to be general guides to future development which showed  the types 

of land uses to be permitted, where major roads would be needed, the location of public 

facilities such as schools, fire houses , parks and so forth.  Very often they consisted of a 

color coded map of the community and very little text.  Subordinate tools such as the zoning 

ordinance, subdivision regulations, the capital improvement plan, land design guidelines, 

environmental regulations and the actual plans for developments as they were proposed over 

time provided the details.  

Nowadays these plans contain hundreds of pages of minute technical detail setting goals 

(which will become restrictions) for every aspect of future development.  These are 

accompanied by schematics illustrating building massing at different densities, road widths, 

trees and landscaping, etc.  The same general ideas are repeated over and over in each 

functional section (land use, transportation, open space etc.).  Basically, the plan calls for an 

attractive compact western village such as Old Orcutt, Genoa (NV), Murphy’s (Sierra 

foothills on Hwy 4), or Los Olivos.  The vision section of the Plan describes an attractive 

main street with lodging, stores, and trees within walking distance of neighborhoods.   Of 

course the key underpinnings of Los Olivos’s appeal (in contrast to it being a just a “cute 

compact walkable village”) are a “destination” nationally ranked private preparatory high 

school; a destination country inn; a destination architecturally listed historic 

tavern/restaurant staffed by two nationally renowned chefs; a replica 14
th

 century English 

medieval village church compound famous for its beauty, music programs and fine wine 

auction; and a museum of American landscape painting.  Similarly, Genoa (Nevada’s oldest 

town) contains historic Victorian houses, a famous French restaurant, a historic jail , shady 

trees, orchards, and drop dead views of the Carson Valley.  None of these institutions 

(which planners might characterize as “cultural resources”) have anything to do with 

government services or infrastructure.  The art galleries, restaurants, and tasting rooms 

come and go. In Los Olivos the christenings, weddings, and burials at the church connect 

the community in the present and intergenerationally.  The bells ring for all and “toll for 

thee.”  Similarly, Genoa hosts major events celebrating Nevada’s pioneer past.   

Interestingly, this unincorporated Village's budget is largely covered by an annual event 

called the Candy Dance. 

Shouldn’t the general plan of a community seek to attract and provide for analogous 

opportunities appropriate to its location, environment, and future ultimate population 
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growth? There may be collections of Americana, historic farm implements, saddles, 

roadside art, or whatever which could be assembled and made into an attraction. There may 

be a church or a monastery looking for a home which could be persuaded to build a 

complimentary centerpiece building.  Can the creek be engineered with a low water 

inflatable dam to provide a water feature?  Long range community planning should include 

a broad long range vision of what might be possible in terms of an exciting, economically 

vibrant, delightful community.  It always amazed me that the Goleta Plan of Development 

specified low flow toilets -- something that should be in a regulation. 

The hearing will continue on August 4, 2011. 

Planning Commission Meeting of June 30, 2011(Scheduled) 

Events Ordinance. This is a continued hearing from June 9, 2011. There is a new purpose 

clause with significant changes: 

Purpose: The purpose of this section is to establish a set of regulations applicable to the 

various types of events held throughout the County. The Board of Supervisors through 

adoption of these standards recognizes the important role that events play including 

promoting countywide tourism, providing a source of additional income to agriculturalists 

and landowners, as an educational or recreational tool for the public and support of 

nonprofit organizations. The Board also recognizes that, even as they provide economic, 

educational and recreational benefits, events also have the potential to negatively impact 

surrounding residential or agricultural uses by increasing burdens to infrastructure, such 

as rural roads and add noise or other impacts that may negatively affect the rural and 

neighborhood character, the essential quality on which tourism and the County’s economy 

depends. The specific purpose of this Section is to set standards for events to ensure 

compatibility with surrounding residential and agricultural uses. 

Some other changes from prior versions: 

Nonprofit events: 

 Will be limited to 3 per year on any property. 

 Maximum attendance is limited to 500 (no COLAB dinner in a tent). 

 Any event with over 175 must bus people from the nearest urban or village area.  

 No more than 50 vehicles allowed to park on site. 

All events: 

 Ministerial Permit required for events 175 or less; event is subject to all 

requirements. 

 Minor use Permit required for events 176-250. 

 Conditional use permit required for 250 or more. 

 Decreased setback from a water course (blue line stream) from 300 ft. to 100 ft. 

 Parking allowed on public roads outside urban or village reserve line where traffic 

control plan allows. 
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